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ABSTRACT

While it is widely recognized that the poetry of the modern
Chinese poet Wen I-to
poetry,

""^

was influenced by English and American

the extent and depth of this influence has never been documented.

This thesis considers Wen's background in English poetry,

shows that b o r 

rowings from English poetry influenced almost every aspect of his poetry,
and then documents the specific influences of six English poets--Keats,
Shelley, Tennyson, R. Browning, Arnold, and Housman.

No evidence was

found which would indicate the influence of Wordsworth,
Kipling.

E. Browning, or

Wen's poetry reflects in particular the idealism and despair

found in Keats, Shelley, and Arnold.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

There are several reasons for wanting to examine the influence
of a foreign literature on a w r i t e r .

First of all, the determination

that these influences exist can give us a new critical outlook on a writ
er's works.

Secondly,

the pattern of influence we uncover may tell us a

great deal about the development of the writer as an artist and individ
ual.

Thirdly, given the role and importance of the writer and his works

in a country's literature, we can begin to assess the impact of the
foreign literature on the writer's own.
Chinese poet W e n I-to

^

^

In the case of the modern

, while either of the first two reasons

mentioned above is important enough to justify a separate study,

the

third reason is particularly compelling, for Wen was and remains a poet
of considerable importance.

To a large extent, he was one of the sever

al poets who helped give shape to modern Chinese poetry.
Neither is the study of foreign influences applicable to Wen
alone.

The development of modern Chinese poetry can be described in

terms of rejection or acceptance and modification of Western--especially
English and French--poetic conventions.

To put it more concisely:

ernization was intimately related to Westernization.

mod

This holds true

from the very early developmental period of modern Chinese poetry in the
late nineteenth century to the mature period in the 1930s.
of Westernization was n o t , h o w ever, cumulative.

1

This process

Wen and the other poets

of his time were not bound by the practices of earlier modern poets, so
their own writing to a large extent reflects what they desired it to be„
However, as T 0 S 0 Eliot reminds us, no author is ever free from the i n 
fluence of tradition.
curious composite.

Tradition for We n and other modern poets was a

On the,one hand,

there was their own traditional

Chinese literature, with highly rigid and long-standing conventions of
diction, rhyme and themes.

This tradition was repudiated by most of the

modern poets, and therefore only slightly utilized.

On the other h a n d ,

there was another tradition, as we shall see, jnore influential than the
Chinese one, and this was Western literature.

The investigation of

Western literary sources in Chinese poetry thus constitutes a study of
Chinese poets' understanding of one of their traditions„
The skeptical reader has probably by now already asked how we
can be sure that identifiable influences exist.
lels, products of chance?

Could they not be paral

After all, if someone looks long and hard

enough, he is bound to find similarities between any two things.

In d e 

termining that something was the product of an influence, I have had to
satisfy myself that W e n was familiar with the author, and not until then
did I compare in detail the wording and themes of Wen's lines with a
suspected source or influence.

If the parallels were strong enough, the

lines were accepted as having influenced Wen,

In compiling my list of

sources and influences I have been very conservative and have not listed
parallels which were not particularly strong.

As a result of this c a u 

tiousness, I found three poets of considerable output--Wordsworth,
Elizabeth Browning, and Kipling--who seem to have had little or no

influence on Wen.

Hopefully,

this fact, along with the material dealt

with in the next c h a p t e r , where I give a brief biography of Wen and show
his contact with English poetry, will convince the reader to take my
suggested influences seriously.
In writing this paper I have worked under several constraints.
The only text of Wen's poems, prose and letters available was The C o m 
plete Works of Wen I-to
eral of Wen's poems,

jfT

•

This "complete works" lacks sev

particularly his early poems written in the

classical language, and most of his translations of poems by Arnold,
Elizabeth Browning, and A. E. Housman.

Access to the texts of these

poems, translations and other items not included, would require rare
early twentieth century Chinese periodicals.
poems went through several revisions,

Further, many of Wen's

the original versions sometimes

quite different from the final ones printed in the Complete W o r k s .

A de

finitive study of any aspect of Wen's poetry would require examination
of the different versions, which can only be found in manuscripts or in
the aforementioned periodicals.

It would have been a great help to c o n 

sult records of Wen's school curricula and grades.
are not available.

Finally,

These,

in most cases

time itself was my largest constraint.

This thesis is the product of over one year's reading and research, yet
I have lacked the time to determine the influence on Wen of early twen
tieth century English and American poets.
this hiatus.

Future studies should fill in

CHAPTER 2

A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY

Wen was born October 22, 1899, into a traditional Chinese gentry
family.

While a young child he studied the Chinese classics and tradi

tional poetry at home, tutored by his father and relatives, and at age
11 commenced the study of English under his father's younger brother.1
In 1913 (anet. 15) he took the exam for, and was admitted to the Ch'inghua School.

This school, financed by the American Boxer Indemnity Fund,

trained its students in preparation for several years of college study
in America.

In addition to requiring the study of the English language,

the school also provided many opportunities for contact with Western lit
erature,

science and philosophy.

Wen here prepared himself to study art.

A socially active student, in addition to doing his work in art, he made
literature, both Chinese and English, his hobby, and published in the
school magazine many articles comparing Chinese and English literature
and thought.

Occasionally, he had an original poem printed, or a trans

lation of an English poem, such as Arnold's "Dover Beach."
cle

(Nov. 1920) he quoted from Browning's

In one a r t i 

"Andrea del Sarto."

In

1. For further information on Wen's life the reader may c o n 
sult:
Kai-yu Hsu, The Intellectual Biography of a Modern Chinese P o e t :
Wen I-to (1899-1946) (Stanford University Ph.D., 1959, Ann A r b o r : U n i 
versity Microfilms);
Chu Tzu-ch'ing
^ et al. ed, "Nien-p 'u tXc'Zjg ,11
Wen I-to Ch'uan-chi (hereafter C C )
^ ^
(Shang-hai:
K'ai-ming
shu-tien $j Bfi'gft , 1948; r p t . Tokyo:
Dai-an
1967), pp. 28-85;
and Liang Shih-ch'iu M
> T 'an Wen I-to S&/^] — A
(Taipei:
Ch'uanchi wen-hsueh ch'u-pan she ^
1967) .
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another article published in May of 1922,

two months before he left for

America, we find some lines from Wordsworth's "London 1802."
In July he departed China for America, where he was to study
painting at the Art Institute of Chicago.

He seems to have begun an in

tensive study of English literature at about this time.

During an en

route stop-over in Japan, he took the time to talk with a Japanese stu
dent about English literature.

He records in a letter that this partic

ular student was informative about Yeats and Christina Rossetti.

In

November of the same year he co-authored a criticism of an anthology of
modern poetry with his friend Liang Shih-ch'iu
quotes from Pope, Keats, Browning, and Shelley.

In it appear
One month after this

article appeared he mentioned in his diary that John Fletcher's "Chinese
Poet Among Barbarians" had awakened his sense of color,
write the poem today known as "Autumn C o l o r s " ^ / x ^
In March of the next year

cluding Fitzgerald's,

.

(1923) he published a rather long

article in which he discussed Kuo Mo-jo's
Rubaiyat of Omar K h a y y a m .

inspiring him to

translation of The

He utilized several English translations,

in

to get at the sense of the original Persian, and

so evaluated the fidelity of Kuo's translation.

Later in the same month

he mentioned in a letter to some friends that the works of Byron,
Shelley, Keats, and Tennyson were on his bookshelves, and constantly
read.
Perhaps because of loneliness, at the invitation of Liang, Wen
transferred to Colorado College
studying.

(in Colorado Springs), where Liang was

Here W e n de-emphasized his study of painting, and began

studying literature in earnest, attending classes in "Modern Poetry" and
"Tennyson and Browning" with Liang.

Liang recalls that during this p e 

riod Wen modeled much of his poetry around Hardy, Browning, and Tennyson.
It was during his first month at Colorado College, September, that Wen's
first anthology of p o e m s , The Red Candle

£,£

, was published.

Contain

ing just over a hundred poems varying in length from several lines to
several hundred,
quial poetry.

it represented Wen's early experiments in modern collo

Like the first efforts of many poets,

these poems show

obvious debts to other a u t h o r s , yet the anthology is of generally high
quality.
At this point in time his interests in Western poetry switched
from some of the English "greats"— Keats, Shelley, Tennyson, Browning,
and Arnold--to the lesser known early twentieth century British and
American poets.

He also began to take a deep interest in dra m a .

In

1924, at the end of the school year, he moved from Colorado to New York,
where he joined a "Chinese Drama Reform Society" ^

y-f/J

fijL

•

Wen's activity in drama seems to have been confined to writing plays and
reviews.

He also became active in student political movements,

joined the moderate Ta-chiang Society

>jr

for he

, and in addition to b e 

coming one of its activists, also published poetry and discussions of
nationalistic American poets such as Whitman in the society's magazine.
In May of 1925 he returned to China.

Upon his return he took a

position at the Art Institute of Peking, where in addition to teaching,
he evangelized for the Ta-chiang Society.

It was almost a year after

his return that he joined the Crescent Society

0f

of poets, and

7
together with its leading poet, Hsu Chih-mo, began a newspaper column on
poetry.

In the summer of 1926 he published several articles in which he

gave form to his poetic theories, which emphasized regularity in form
and rhyme as desirable elements of a poem.

This stand placed him and

the Crescent Society in opposition to the prevailing opinion among w r i t 
ers that poetry should be judged on the basis of social or political c o n 
siderations .
In July 1926 he resigned his post at the Art Institute and d r i f 
ted about from one post to another until the fall of 1927, when he r e 
ceived a position at Sun Yat-sen University #4, teaching English drama,
poetry and prose.

From this point in time until his death, Wen was e m 

ployed as a teacher of either foreign literature and language

(including

English), or Chinese literature and philology.
Wen's second collection of poems, The Dead Water
lished in January of 1928.
volvement in politics,

^

/K, was p u b 

As would be expected from his earlier in

this collection contains several poems, including

"Dead Water," which are concerned with China's social and political s i t 
uation.

During March and April he published a free translation of

Elizabeth Browning's Sonnets From the Portuguese, and in an article on
"Pre-Raphaelism" completed in May, mentions several poems of Keats,
William Morris, and Christina Rossetti.

June saw the production of a

fairly literal Chinese translation of A. E. Housman's Last Poems "X."
In an article on the life of Tu Fu, published in A u g u s t , Wen quoted from
Wordsworth's "London 1802," and Shelley's "To a Skylark."

Published in

the next month was a translation of a major portion of Housman's poetry,

8
which was followed in November by a co-translation with Jao Meng-k'an
-u2. 4/n. of "LXIII" from A Shropshire L a d .
After 1928 Wen ceased publishing articles on, or translations of,
English poets, and instead devoted his interests to research of the
Chinese classics.

While Wen lacked Western philological apparatus, he

produced many studies on the Shih-ching
remain valuable to this day.

and Ch'u Tz'u

which

Wen continued this life of research until

dislocations in university life caused by the war with Japan made it i m 
possible to continue,

so in 1938 he marched

with the students

of Ch'ing-

hua University, where he was then employed,

to a new location

away from

the Japanese.

This march made him more aware of

role in China's cultural life, deepened his

the peasants

and their

interest in Chinese folklore

and mythology, and awakened strong feelings of patriotism.
publications reflected these changes in outlook,

Subsequent

for he then began to

treat the Shih-ching and Ch'u Tz'u as social documents.
Meanwhile, with the outbreak of World War II and the sharpening
of the conflict between the Nationalist and Communist parties, Wen was
driven to financial and psychological straits, and in 1944 he joined the
Democratic League.

As an active member and popular spokesman for the

g r o u p , Wen helped organize mass rallies and write pamphlets,
to giving speeches.

in addition

It is interesting that even in this period, when

his thought was most influenced by leftist ideologies, he still believed
that art should not be judged on the basis of its political content.
His speeches, which had always been forthright, became highly critical
of the Kuomintang when it attempted to suppress political dissent through

terrorist tactics.

Because of the popularity and frankness of his p r o 

tests, his challenge to the authority of the KMT was too great, and he
was assassinated on July 15, 1946.

CHAPTER 3

THE SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE INFLUENCES

There are many ways in which a literature may influence a w r i t 
er.

Some aspect of the literature's form--the rhythms within lines, or

the arrangement of lines to form larger structures--or content--includ
ing the images or themes--may be adopted.

My purpose in this chapter is

to survey very briefly the various ways Wen's poetry was influenced by
English poetry, and to what extent it shows these influences.
reader is undoubtedly aware,

As the

there are many ways the pie of literary i n 

fluence can be cut, and while the divisions used in this chapter will
seem rather arbitrary,

they are fairly easy to work with.

A literature as a whole,

some of its conventions,

author within a literature may influence another author.

or a single
In Wen's case,

most instances of influence originate in specific authors, and are thus
discussed in the next chapter, on an author by author basis.

I have

located two poems by Wen which reveal the influence of a convention
rather than discrete a u t h o r s .
chan hyperbole.

One poem,

"Death"

, employs Petrar

It is translated in its entirety below:

Oh.' Soul of my s o u l '
Life of my life.1
My life's failures, and life's losses,
Now they will on yourself come due and payable.
But what is there I
May seek from you?

10

11
Let me suffocate to death in the pools of your eyes.1
Let me burn to death in the furnace of your heart.1
Let me be intoxicated to death in the elixir of your music.1
Let me smother to death in the fragrance of your breath.1
Otherwise, then let your dignity shame me to death.'
Let your coldness freeze me to death.'
Let your merciless teeth bite me to death.'
Let your poisoned swords sting me to death.'
If you grant me happiness,
I will die of happiness.
If you bestow me pain,
I will die of pain.
Death is my sole demand of y o u ,
Death is my supreme tribute to y o u .
(CC, T i n g , p. 75)
Another poem which isn't easily analyzed for the influences of specific
authors is his "Oriole" ^
next chapter).

(translated in the Shelley section of the

Almost every major Romantic and Victorian poet wrote at

least one poem about a songbird:

Keats

("Ode to a Nightingale"),

Shelley ("To a Skylark," "The Woodman and the Nightingale"), Wordsworth
("To a Skylark"), Tennyson ("The Blackbird"), and Arnold

("Philomela").

To attribute with certainty any specific part of Wen's poem to the in
fluence of an individual author is difficult,

though perhaps not impos

sible.
I made a brief, unsuccessful attempt to locate general English
influences in the meter of Wen's poems.
his poems, most notably "Dead Water"

fU

To the extent that several of
(C C , T i n g , p. 16-17) and

<£7

"Red Candle"

,f.'X >/J have their lines regulated by stress, and that such

detailed attention to stress is characteristic of some English poetry,
Wen might have been influenced,

if only vaguely, by English practices.

It should be noted that the basis of Wen's system is not stress per

12
syllable, but rather stress per phrase , ^ a system not commonly used in
modern English poetry.

However,

though I can find no general influences,

there are curious grammatical and stress patterns which suggest that Wen
was imitating patterns found in specific English poems.

For example,

the second stanza of "Red Candle" begins:
Oh Red Candle.1
Who made the wax--that gives you body?
Who lit the flame--that fires your soul?
Why further need you to burn wax to ashes.
And only then emit light?
(CC, Ting, p. 37)
The second and third lines cannot but remind the reader of lines from
B l a k e ’s "The Tyger," to which they bear a vague yet recognizable resem
blance :
Tyger Tyger, burning bright,
In the forests of the night;
What immortal hand or eye,
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?
In what distant deeps or skies
Burnt the fire of thine eyes.1
On what wings dare he aspire?
What the hand, dare sieze the fire?
What the hammer? what the chain.
In what furnace was thy brain?
What the anvil? what dread grasp,
Dare its deadly terrors clasp? . . .
(1. 1-8, 13-16)
Here the parallels extend deeper than the curious wording,

for Wen, awed

by his candle, wonders who its maker was, as Blake's persona does of the
Tyger.

The tension of Wen's lines is as great as those of Blake.

1.
See Wen's own essay, "The Form of Poetry"
, CC,
T i n g , p. 245-253, and Cyril Birch, "English and Chinese Meters in Hsu
Chih-mo," Asia M a j o r , 8 (1951), p. 274-279.

13
The practice of organizing lines into stanzas and having the
final characters in each line rhyme was so well known,
versally accepted in Wen's day,

though not uni

that while Wen's familiarity with

English poets may have encouraged him to write poems with rhyming stan
zas, I cannot claim that it was solely the result of his contact with
English poetry.

There are, however, strong

parallels in stanza struc

ture between some of Wen's poems and those of Earnest Dowson and Hardy.
The parallels are most noticeable in poems where lines are repeated
within stanzas.

These parallels I have not had time to investigate.

One other possibility of influence which occurs in Wen is that
the author of an English poem may become the subject of a largely
Chinese one.

Such is the case with Wen's poem on Keats,

"The Loyal Min

ister of Art"
Numberless ministers, like pearls
Gathered on the King of Art's royal robes.
W ith one mind praise the brilliance
of the royal mien;
Among them there is just one Keats
Who is the one fiery pearl saluted by the massed dragons.
In radiance surpassing all pearls.
Oh poet's poetJ
The caps and carriages filling the court only signify
Some famous Ministers of Art;
Of loyal ministers there is only you.
"Beauty is truth, truth beauty."
I know that the pillar-like talent of yours
Is wholly given for this true Emperor to use;
Others redraw boundaries and divided rule, and in vassaldoms
have small security;

2.

From Keats'

"Ode on a Grecian Ur n , " 1. 46.

14
How can they compare to you!
Oh!
"To devote oneself body and soul to state affairs, only
at death to cease.
You really were one who gave his life for Art!
Oh!
Loyal departed spirit!
Your name is not written on water,
But is cast on the precious ting of the court!
(CC, T i n g , p. 86)
That Wen is praising Keats in Chinese terms is all too clear from the
references to the Imperial robes and court,
ting vessel, and most importantly,
ister Chu-ko Liang's

the mention of the bronze

the line quoting from one of the m i n 

(A.D. 181-234) letters to the Empe r o r .

of Chu-ko is of special significance,

This mention

for not only was Chu-ko renowned

as a talented and loyal minister, but the T'ang poet Tu Fu had a special
fascination for him.

By mentioning him, Wen has associated Keats,

though in an oblique way, with Tu Fu.
One discussion of Wen's synesthesia^ presents this passage from
Wen's poem,

"Itinerant Drummer"
I sung all kinds of songs,
I also heard my fill of unending applause.
A ray of setting sun hangs inverted under the eves, and
Walking on straw sandals, I step into my home village.
(CC, T i n g , p. 7-8)

3. From Chu-ko Liang's 3^
"Latter Letter on Dispatching
Troops" ^ \jt( tsf ^ • See Chu-ko Liang chi
1Fft
> eds. Tuan Hsichung
£ 6 4 $ and Wen Hsu-ch'u ?■$
(Peking:
Chung-hua shu-chu
, 1965), p. 7.
4.
Nine days before his death Keats requested that his epitaph
read "Here lies one whose name was writ in water."
See Robert Gittings,
John Keats (Boston:
Little, Brown and Co., 1968), p. 428.

tle :

5.Julia C. Lin, Modern Chinese Poetry:
An Introduction (Seat
University of Washington Pre s s , 1972), p. 83.
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The r e a d e r ’s attention is then called to the next to the last line,
which is paralleled to a line from Keats, who also used synesthesia:
,!Nor what soft incense hangs upon the boughs” (”Ode to a Nightingale,”
lo 42),

Tennyson, however, also provides a parallel to W e n ’s line:
e o e but most she loathed the hour
W h e n the thick-moted sunbeam lay
Athwart the chambers, and the day
Was sloping toward his western b o w e r ,
("Mariana,” 1. 77-80)
Obviously, I could not read every author with wh o m I believed

W e n to be acquainted,

for as was pointed out in the previous chapter.

W e n ’s contact with English and American literature was very broad.

Thus,

I restricted myself to reading the poetry of nine British poets I thought
might have influenced him:

Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, Elizabeth

Browning, Robert Browning, Tennyson, A, E, Housman, and Kipling,

I

found no significant parallels to W e n ’s poetry in Wordsworth, Elizabeth
Browning, or Kipling,

It is difficult to say why.

Excluding the possi

bility that I was not a sensitive reader of any of these three poets,
one reason might be that all three wrote poetry about very special times
and places, which Wen, as a Chinese,
his own poetry.

Unfortunately,

found difficult to assimilate into

the same argument can also be raised

against finding parallels between W en and Tennyson or Housman,
The influences I uncovered in the remaining six poets are dis- '
cussed, author by author, in the next chapter.

Undoubtedly, alterations

and additions will be made as time passes, but it nevertheless repre
sents a start in locating some of W e n ’s sources.

CHAPTER 4

THE SOURCES

In this chapter I will explore the broad relationships and spe
cific parallels in the poetry of Wen and some of the English authors he
was familiar with:

Keats, Shelley, Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, and

Housman

Keats
The relationship between K e a t s ’ and Wen's poetry is diffuse and
difficult to pin down.

Wen's debt to Keats seems to be more of manner

than of matter, for while many poems of Wen utilize Keats'

technique of

manipulating highly wrought images and symbols, few of these images and
symbols reveal a source in Keats.
Love" ^

For example, in Wen's "Beauty and

(translated later in this section),

the themes and h a n 

dling of the poem are Keatsian, but the specific images in it seem to
come from Shelley and Arnold.

In this section I shall deal with the

possible influence of Keats on Wen,

first considering their broader,

thematic similarities, and then possible specific sources in Kea t s .
The manipulation of complex, highly elaborated images is one of
the most characteristic features of both Wen's and Keats' poetry.
"Endymion" is the most obvious attempt by Keats to construct poetry by
joining sumptuous images.

A n examination of even a few of Wen's poems

will confirm his own tendencies in this direction.
16

In "Sword Box"
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(translated in the section of this chapter dealing with Tennyson) Wen
expresses the belief that art exists in and is dependent upon eternal
images or forms and the persona of this poem attempts to draw together
in one place the world and presence of art, as represented by inlaid
images.

As Keats states in "Sleep and Poetry":
0 for ten years, that I may overwhelm
Myself in poesy; so I may do the deed
That my own soul has to itself decreed.
Then Will I pass the countries that I see
In long perspective, and continually
Taste their pure fountains. . . .
(1. 96-101)

As Keats will pass by other countries,
clude Western items,
"The Palace of Art"

so Wen is catholic enough to i n 

such as Venus, on his sword box.

In Tennyson's

(a source for much of "Sword B o x " ) , object-images

are largely constructed in or around a palace, not inlaid into it or
surrounding o b j ects, as occurs in Wen's poem.

Perhaps Wen's inlaying

was suggested by these lines from "Sleep and Poetry":
. . . so that ye taught a school
Of dolts to smooth, inlay, and clip, and fit,
Till, like the certain wands of Jacob's wit,
Their verses tallied.
Easy was the task;
A thousand handicraftsmen wore the mask
Of Poesy.
Ill-fated, impious raceJ . . .
(1. 196-201)
Wen's persona in "Sword Box" is a craftsman who polishes,
fits.

inlays, and

This craftsman-poet simile occurs elsewhere in Wen's poetry.

"Red Candle"

Wen s t a t e s :
Oh I Red Candle.'
The reason a craftsman made you
Was to burn . . . .
(CC, T i n g , p. 38)

In

18
The burning of the candle, giving light to others while it itself is d e 
stroyed,

is emblematic of the artist-craftsman1s self-destruction in the

act of creating.
At the conclusion of nSword Box,11 the persona is overwhelmed
while looking at his finished creation, and swoons to death.
association between consummate art,
found in Keats.

A similar

swooning or fainting, and death i s '

In "On Seeing the Elgin Marbles for the First Time" we

find:
Such dim-conceived glories of the brain
Bring round the heart an indescribable feud;
So do these wonders a most dizzy pain,
That mingles Grecian grandeur with the rude . . .
A few lines before these Keats has summarized his condition:
M y spirit is too weak; mortality
Weighs heavily on me like unwilling sleep « . .
In his "Ode to a Nightingale," Keats addresses the bird and, comparing
his unhappy life with the Byzantine existence of the nightingale, a liv
ing work of art, w i s h e s :
That I might drink, and leave the world unseen.
An d with thee fade away into the forest dim.
o

o

o

o-o

o

e

e

o

o

o

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

e

o

Darkling I listen; and, for many a time
I have been half in love with easeful Death,
C a l l M him soft names in many a mused rhyme.
To take into the air m y quiet breath;
Now more than ever seems it rich to die.
To cease upon the midnight with no pain.
W hile thou art pouring forth thy soul abroad
In such an ecstacyj
(lo 19-20, 51-58)
Assuming Wen interpreted the line "To take into the air m y quiet breath"
as "cause m e to stop breathing," the above passage might also be the
source of Wen's persona forgetting to breathe just as he swoons.

Other
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links between Art and the pressures it exerts on all too frail mortality
m a y be found in "The Death of Li Po" ^

Z - ^ L 3 where Li dies attempting

to save the m o o n (for him an unattainable art ideal) from drowning, and,
as mentioned earlier,

"Red Candle," in w hich Wen makes the point that

artistic production comes at the expense of personal destruction,,
Wen's exploration of beauty and its meaning through examination
of and reflection upon corporeal objects figures prominently in poems of
his, such as "Sword B o x , " "The Death of Li Po," "The Sleeper" 8 ^
T i n g , p, 61-62),

"Beauty and Love," and "Red Candle."

^

(CC,

This poetic prob

ing of an often commonplace object, which leads to a consideration of
moral or philosophical issues, while universal in poetry,

is a prominent

feature of the poetry of Keats, whose Odes explore in this manner the
relationship between art, beauty, and life.

With this and the other

similarities between K e a t s 1 and Wen's poetry mentioned above in mind,
one of the most Keats-like poems of Wen's is "Beauty and Love," trans
lated below:
From a window spurts soft lamplight-Two rows of chick-yellow-colored squares inlain upon a wall;
The shadows of a pair of jujube trees, like a pile of large snakes
In disarray sleep, filling up the space beneath the w a l l .
Oh!
That large s t a r 2 Companion of Ch'ang-o /the m o o n /\
You without reason hinder my vision;
M y heart's bird immediately stops its spring songs
Because it hears that silent heavenly music of y o u r s „
Listen, it has even unknowingly forgotten itself, and
With one mind only wants to fly out to seek y o u ,
Breaking even through iron b a r s ;
But you suddenly, flyingly, vanish.'
The chill wind at the corner of the house sadly sighs.
Startling awake the lethargic snakes who writhe several times.
The moon's color has whitened fearfully; could it be annoyed?
The w indow which gapes a big mouth also seems to be laughing.'
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Pitiable bird, now he has returned,
Throat dumb, eyes blind, heart also fallen;
Both wings shed drops of fresh blood-The price of love, the sin of beautyJ
(CC, T i n g , p. 66-67)
As with many works of Keats,
beauty.

the poem is concerned with the pursuit of

Light and a bird, familiar symbols of K e a t s , are used*

sion between static and dynamic images
which suddenly writhe,

A t en

(e.g., the indolent snake-shadows,

or the caged bird which suddenly bursts f ree), a

device used by Keats in his "Ode on a Grecian Urn , " helps sustain the
poem.
Finally, another broad similarity which W e n ’s and K e a t s ’ poetry
reveals is the constant use of exclamation.

Few are the poems of W e n ’s

that do not have their sentence structures influenced by his tendency to
use exclamations.

"Red Candle" represents an extreme in this practice,

with roughly half its lines beginning or ending with exclamatory phrases
or particles.
Let us now consider specific lines from Keats which may have i n 
fluenced W e n ’s poetry.

It is possible that W e n ’s handling of the moon

(an art ideal) in "The Death of Li Po" may have been influenced by the
treatment of the moon/Cynthia

(a love ideal) in K e a t s ’ "Endymion."

"Endymion" the moon goddess Cynthia falls in love with Endymion, and
visits him, as Endymion d r e a m s :
o . o Methought I lay
Watching the zenith, where the milky way
Among the stars in virgin splendour p o u r s ;
A n d travelling my eye, until the doors
Of heaven a p p e a r ’d to open for my flight,
I became loth and fearful to alight
Fro m such high soaring by a downward glance:
So kept me stedfast in that airy trance,

In
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Spreading imaginary pinions wide.
When, presently, the stars began to glide.
And faint away, before my eager view:
At which I sigh'd that I could not pursue,
And dropt my vision to the horizon's v e r g e ;
And loJ from opening clouds, I saw emerge
The loveliest moon, that ever silver'd o'er
A shell for Neptune's g o b l e t : she did soar
So passionately bright, my dazzled soul
Commingling with her argent spheres did roll
Through clear and cloudy, even when she went
At last into a dark and vapoury tent -Whereat, m e t h o u g h t , the lidless-eyed train
Of planets all were in the blue again.
To commune with those orbs, once more I rais'd
M y sight right upward: but it was quite dazed
By a bright something, sailing down apace.
Making me quickly veil my eyes and face . . .
(1.578-603)
The "bright something" is Cynthia,

the moon goddess, whose description I

will omit, as there are no specific parallels in Wen's poem.

In "The

Death of Li Po" the m oon appears t h u s :
While he was speaking, he didn't notice that in the tops of
those dark trees
There gradually was a stream of faint light shining through
the firmament . . .
o o o the higher it floated
The smaller it shrunk; its color paled more, 'till
Later, when it changed into a silver-like white brightness -Whereupon the entire world was bathing in its brilliance . . .
(CC, T i n g , p. 41-42, 1. 35-36, 39-40)
Near the conclusion of the poem, Li notices that the moon has become
maiden-like:
The moon . . .
Was just like a beautiful woman who has finished bathing and
dries her hair by a glass window;
And now she had already slowly stepped out, and arrived west
of the pool. . o o
(p. 47, 1. 158-160)
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Li comes to believe that the moon is drowning, and when he jumps into
the water to save it, he addresses the
It is highly probable that Wen

moon as his "lover."
adopted the construction of Keats'

"The Human Seasons" in writing his "Rain Tears"

.

"The Human

Seasons" is as follows:
FOUR Seasons fill the measure of the year;
There are four seasons in the mind of man:
He has his lusty Spring, when fancy clear
Takes in all beauty with an easy span:
He has his Summer, when luxuriously
Spring's honied cud of youthful thought he loves
To ruminate, and by such dreaming high
Is nearest unto h e a v e n : quiet coves
His soul has in its Autumn, when his wings
He furleth close; contented so to look
On mists in idleness -- to let fair things
Pass by unheeded as a threshold brook.
He has his Winter too of pale misfeature,
Or else he would forego his mortal n a t u r e .
The conception of life as divided into

seasons and the order

Keats mentions the seasons are carried

over into Wen's poem:

in which

He in that spring season of life
Has let flow tears bewailing hunger and cold;
It originally was a quickening^ and thawing spring
s h ower,
Yet it also omened life's sorrow.
His tears of youth were a continuous dark shower
In the dark deeply watering sour yellow plums;
And now that dark clouds are densely gathered,
and thunder and lightning joined,
His tears are as torrential as summer rain.
M i d - j o u r n e y 's discouragement, age's incompetency,
He knows that the bitter tears of middle age are even
more numerous.
Middle age's tears certainly resemble the pattering of
fall rain,
On the leaves of the w u -t'ung tree beating out a long
night's woeful song.

1.

Amend

jL /meaning uncertain/ to

f!%r

jL

/to revive/.
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Who says the closing of life's winter has no tears?
The tears of age are the summation of sorrow;
He still has a double handfull of crystalized old tears
Which will blossom into a sky-covering people-oppressing
flower.
(CC, T i n g , p. 15)
A passage in Keats'
to Wen's

"West Bank" ^

dealing with A r n o l d ) .

^

"After Dark Vapours" displays some parallels

(translated in the section of this chapter

Keats' poem begins as follows:

AFTER dark vapours have oppress'd our plains
For a long dreary season, comes a day
Born of the gentle South, and clears away
From the sick heavens all unseemly stains.
The anxious month, relieved of its pains,
Takes as a long-lost right the feel of May

. . . .

Points of similarity between it and "West Bank" include the dark mist
oppressing the land, and the respite that the land is granted to flour
ish under the influence of the sun.

(In Wen's poem an islet comes alive

when the sun breaks through the mist and illumines it.)
Several phrases in Wen's poem "Oriole"

jzij

(translated in the

section of this chapter dealing with Shelley) might be derived from
Keats'

"Ode to a Nightingale."

Wen calls his bird a "Foster child of

the forest" (1.1), while Keats calls his a "light-winged Dryad of the
trees" (1.7).

Keats' bird "Singest of summer in full-throated ease"

(1.10), and is described as:
. . . pouring forth thy soul abroad
In such an ecstacyJ
(1. 57-58)
Wen describes his bird's singing as:
Such are the stanzas of
Sublime music he vents.
Oh! Grecian sublimity!
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Wild-hearted birdJ
I know that your throat's
Too abundant songs
Would quickly choke you:
But you freely vent them forth with easej
(1. 13-20)
Keats goes on to say;
The voice I hear this passing night was heard
In ancient days b y emperor and clown:
Perhaps the self-same song that found a path
Through the sad heart of Ruth, when, sick for home.
She stood in tears amid the alien corn . . . .
(1. 63-67)
Perhaps influenced by this passage, where Keats had an emperor, Wen pro
duced a palace, and where Keats mentioned the biblical Ruth, who left
her homeland to remain with her mistress, Wen reduced her to a "lost
spirit":
Vent forth that crystaline harmony,
Complete the Palace of Art, and
Allow a lost spirit
To soon set up a home.'
(1. 21-24)
Several of Wen's images might be related to items in Keats'
writings.

prose

reads as follows:

A short poem entitled "Repentance"

OhJ
The Romantic Life!
It is the character
"love" written on water:
While one writes it disappears;
In vain one agitates some ripples of pain.
(CC, T i n g , p. 84-85)
The image of something being written on water, which also appears in
Wen's "The Loyal Minister of Art," derives from Keats'

autoepitaph,

"Here lies one whose name was writ in water.

Company,

2.
1968),

Robert Sittings, John Keats
p. 428.

(Boston: Little,

Brown and
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In another poem,

"Look"

, we f i n d :

Listen to that linnet on the branch praising spring.
You must wipe dry your tears and sing with him.
(CC, T i n g , p. 12)
These lines might

be related to the following ones which appear in a

letter of Keats: "The setting Sun will always set

me to rights —

or if

a Sparrow come before my Window

I take part in its existence and pick

about the G r a v e l . The linnet

and Keats' sparrow are both temporarily

objects to identify with.

Shelley
In his poetry Wen
poetry to a

seems tohave been influenced

lesser extent than he has by Keats',

by Shelley's

though when

Keats

a p p e a r s , the reader can suspect that Shelley is not far behind, as Wen
tends to mix the images and techniques of the two poets.

Two poems in

which Wen so mixes Shelley and Keats are "Beauty and Love" ^
"Oriole"^ ^

.

In "Beauty and Love"

dealing with Keats),
source in Shelley.

a

n

d

(translated earlier in the section

two striking images of the poem probably have their
As the reader will recall, in the poem a caged

"mind's bird" desires to fly to a distant star, and though impeded by
iron b a r s , breaks through them.

The bird returns with bloody wings.

This bird bears striking parallels to one in Shelley's "Epipsychidion,"
a poem in which he idealizes a lady-love who happens to live in a con
vent.

The poem b e g i n s :

3.
The Letters of John K e a t s , ed. Maurice Buxton Forman, 4th e
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1952), p. 68.
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Sweet SpiritJ
Sister of that orphan one,
Whose empire is the name thou weepest on.
In m y heart's temple I suspend to thee
These votive wreaths of withered memory.
Poor captive birdJ who, from thy narrow cage,
Pourest such music, that it might assuage
The rugged hearts of those who prisoned.thee.
Were they not deaf to all sweet melody;

High, spirit-winged HeartJ who dost for ever
Beat thine unfeeling bars with vain endeavour.
Till those bright plumes of thought, in which arrayed
It over-soared this low and worldly shade.
Lie shattered; and thy panting, wounded breast
Stains with dear blood its unmaterial nestJ
(lo 1-8, 13-18)
During the course of Shelley's poem, this particular bird is not physical
ly freed (unlike Wen's), yet Shelley discusses the possibility in these
lines

%

The day is come, and thou wilt fly with me.
o

o

.

o

o

o

o

e

o

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

The hour is come: -- the destined Star has risen
Which shall descend upon a vacant prison.
The walls are high, the gates are strong, thick set
The sentinels -- but true love never yet
Was thus constrained t it overleaps all fence:
Like lightning, with invisible violence
Piercing its continents; like Heaven's free breath.
Which he who grasps can hold not; liker Death,
Who rides upon a thought, and makes his way
Through temple, tower, and palace, and the array
Of arms: more strength has Love than he or they;
For it can burst his charnel, and make free
The limbs in chains, the heart in agony.
The soul in dust and c h a o s 0
(I. 388, 394-407)
In this passage are found two of the elements of Wen's poem:

a star,

and the liberation of the soul and mind, as a consequence of love, from
an iron-like prison*

That Wen's bird flies for a star may derive from

the fixed, immutable nature of stars in the sky, which makes them
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symbols of changeless idealized truth and beauty in both his and
Shelley's poems.
The reader will also recall the shadows formed by the moonlight
shining through the windowpanes and jujube trees in "Beauty and Love."
These perhaps have their origin in the following lines from the same
poem of Shelley:
The ivy and the wild-vine interknit
The volumes of their m a n y -twining s tems;
Parasite flowers illume with dewy gems
The lamp less halls, and when they fade, the sky
Peeps through their winter-woof pf tracery
W ith moonlight patches, or star atoms keen.
Or fragments of the day's intense serene; -Working mosaic on their Parian floors.
(I. 500-507)
The snake-shadows of Wen's poem may also be derived from these lines of
a different Shelley poem,

"To J a n e :

The Recollection":

We paused amid the pines that stood
The giants of the waste.
Tortured by storms to shapes as rude
As serpents interlaced.
A n d soothed by every azure breath.
That under Heaven is blown.
To harmonies and hues beneath.
As tender as its own;
Now all the tree-tops lay asleep.
Like green waves on the sea.
As still as in the silent deep
The ocean woods may be.
(I. 21-32)
Here he focuses on the trees themselves and not their shad o w s ; further,
while in Shelley the trees remain quiescent,

in W e n they seemingly a w a 

ken and writhe.
Wen's poem "Oriole" provides another example of a Shelley-Keats
mixture.

First, his poem in its entirety:
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OhJ
Foster child of the forest.
Offspring of the air.
Field bird of unknown nameJ
Black satin headdress,
Honey yellow feather garment.
Copper inlaid beak and toes -OhJ A bright fire dart.
So madly shot forth, it
Shot down the solemnly silent skye
Like a piece of carved ice,
Even though the art be not complete,
Yet it ever reflects the s k y fs brilliance —
Such are the stanzas of
Sublime music he v e n t s „
OhJ
Grecian sublimity!
Wild-hearted bird!
I know that your t h r o a t ?s
Too abundant songs
Would quickly choke you:
But you freely vent them forth with ease!
Vent forth that crystalline harmony.
Complete the Palace of Art, and
Allow a lost spirit to
Soon set up a home J
(CC, T i n g , p. 85-86)
While the length, compression of the images, and some of the phrases in
the poem probably come from K e a t s ' "Ode to a Nightingale," the movement
and development of the poem seem to be related to Shelley's "To a S ky
lark. "

In both "Oriole" and "To a Skylark" the bird is first addressed

and spacially and spiritually located.

Shelley's poem begins:

Hail to thee, blithe spirit!
Bird thou never wert,
That from Heaven, or near it,
Pourest thy full heart
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.
(1. 1-5)
Then, as we find in Wen's poem, a description of the bird develops, in
w hich color, or words strongly suggestive of color, play a prominent

role.

This section of "To a Skylark" is as follows:
Higher still and higher
From the earth thou springest
Like a cloud of f i r e ;
The deep blue thou wingest,
And singing still dost soar, and soaring ever singest.
In the golden lightning
Of the sunken sun,
O ’er which clouds are b r i g h t ’ning,
Thou dost float and run;
Like an unbodied joy whose race is just begun.
The pale purple even
Melts around thy flight;
Like a star of Heaven,
In the broad daylight
Thou art unseen, but yet I hear thy shrill
delight o o o

(lo 6-20)
Bright arrows are then mentioned, as in W e n ’s p o e m :
Keen as are the arrows
Of that silver sphere.
Whose intense lamp narrows
In the white dawn clear . . .
(1. 20-24)
The fire mentioned
perhaps blended

earlier by Shelley and the

arrows immediately above

to produce the "fire darts" of W e n ’s poem.

In both

poems similes now occur:
What thou art we know not;
What is most like thee?
F rom a rainbow clouds there flow not
Drops so bright to see
As from thy presence showers a rain of melody.
Like a poet hidden
0

0

0

0

0

0

.

0

0

0

Like a high-born maiden
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Like a glow-worm golden
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 . 0

Like a rose embowered „ „ „
(1. 31-55)

.
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In "Oriole" we have but one simile.
Yet two more parallels can be found between the two poems.
poets

desire something of their birds:

and Shelley,

Both

Wen, a Palace of Art to rest in,

access to the pure joy the skylark must possess:
Teach us, Sprite or Bird,
What sweet thoughts are thine:
I have never heard
. . Praise of love or wine
That panted forth a flood of rapture so divine.

.

..

Teach me half the gladness
That thy brain must know,
Such harmonious madness •
F rom my lips would flow
The world should listen then — as I am listening now.
(1. 61-65, 101-105)
In the concluding section of both poems the b i r d fs notes are described
as crystal-like.

Shelley s a y s :

crystal stream" (1.85).

"Or how could thy notes flow in such a

In addition,

the "Grecian" quality of the song

of Wen's bird could be a consequence of the fact that many poems of
Shelley and Keats deal with Grecian personalities or myths.
There is a vague similarity between portions of ,!West Bank"
and Shelley's ,fThe Revolt of Islam."

In "West Bank," which is partially

political allegory, beams of light shine through the fog which had total
ly obscured the air, and illuminate a small islet.

This islet comes

alive with activity, though but temporarily, as the fog again blocks off
the sun's rays.

"The Revolt of Islam" (which is also political allegory)

opens with the following scene:
W h e n the last hope of trampled France had failed
Like a brief dream of unremaining glory.
From visions of despair I rose, and scaled
The peak of an aereal promontory,
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Whose caverned base with the vexed surge was h o a r y ;
And saw the golden dawn break forth, and waken
Each cloud, and every wave: -- but transitory
The calm:
for sudden, the firm earth was shaken.
As if by the last wreck its frame were overtaken0
So as I stood, one blast of muttering thunder
Burst in far peals along the waveless deep,
When, gathering fast, around, above, and under.
Long trains of tremulous mist began to creep.
Until their complicating lines did steep
The orient sun in shadow: -- not a sound
Was heard; one horrible repose did keep
The forests and the floods, and all around
Darkness more dread than night was poured upon the gr o u n d 0
(1. 127-144)
The persona,
dealing

as in l!West Bank" (translated in the section of this

chapter

with A r n o l d ) , looks out over a body of water covered with dar k 

ness due to an obscuring mist in a mood of despair and uncertainty,
storm develops, but after a while:
There is a pause -- the sea-birds, that were gone
Into their caves to shriek, come forth, to spy
What calm has fall'n on earth, what light is in the sky*
For, where the irresistible storm had cloven
That fearful darkness, the blue sky was seen
Fretted with many a fair cloud interwoven
Most delicately, and the ocean green,
Beneath that opening spot of blue serene,
Quivered like burning emerald: calm was spread
On all below; but far on high, between
Earth and the upper air, the vast clouds fled.
Countless and swift as leaves on autumn *s tempest shed.
For ever, as the war became more fierce
Between the whirlwinds and the rack on high.
That spot grew more serene; blue light did pierce
The woof of those white clouds, which seemed to lie
F a r , deep, and m o t i o n l e s s ; while through the sky
The pallid semicircle of the moon
Passed on, in slow and moving majesty;
Its upper horn arrayed in mists, which soon
But slowly fled, like dew beneath the beams of noon,
(1, 151-171)

A
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This is similar in several respects to the portion of "West Bank" in
which the light penetrates the fog to illuminate the opposite bank, with
all its life and activity.

Shelley's persona,

like Wen's,

strains his

vision to view what at first can be seen only with difficulty.

Then,

in

both poems, a scene central to the poem and symbolic of a good deal of
each poem's message

takes p l a c e .

the persona recognizes the bit of

In Wen, the fog closes in again, but
land he saw as part of the opposite

s h o r e , and realizes

the possibilities and new future that the West bank

offers.

an eagle

In Shelley

"Spirit of Good") do battle.

(the

"Spirit of Evil") and a snake (the

Though the snake loses, he escapes with

his life, and Shelley leaves no doubt about the ultimate victory of Good,
as Wen makes clear his determination to cross the river and better his
world.

Tennyson
I have been able to locate strong evidence of Wen's familiarity
with the poetry of Alfred Tennyson in only two of his poems,
and "What Dream?"
ence on either poem,

'it f a

.

"Sword Box"

Prior to discussing Tennyson's influ

the reader should familiarize himself with "Sword

Box," which I have translated below.

It is a lengthy, but rewarding,

poem, and deserves the reader's acquaintance.
"Sword Box"
I built my soul a lordly pleasure-house,
Wherein at ease for aye to dwell.
And

'While the world runs round and round', I said,
'Reign thou apart, a quite king,
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Still as, while Saturn whirls, his steadfast shade
Sleeps on his luminous r i n g 1.
To which my soul made answer readily:
'Trust me, in bliss I shall abide
In this great mansion, that is built for me,
So royal-rich and w i d e 1.
--Tennyson

In life's great pitched battle,
I once was a valiant general whose fame covered the world.
When I arrived at the dead end of Ch'u songs on all sides,
I certainly wasn't so stubborn as Hsiang Yu,
Who insisted on throwing his body in the net of fate.
But I have this remote isle to serve as a fortress,

4.
This preface to Wen's poem, which appears in English in the
text, is lines 1-2 and 13-20 of Tennyson's "The Palace of Art."
5.
This line is ambiguous.
In Chinese it reads : $ ^ J i / ' ' j l l ^
6 ^ 7 .
If we take
as a numerary adjunct for people, the line
can be interpreted, "I was once a valiant general who covered the
world /with my presence, troops, name/." If we take j£r
to mean "fame,"
the line can then be r e a d , "I was once a valiant general whose fame
covered the w o r l d . "
The phrase "cover the world" comes from Hsiang Yu's death-song
at Kai-hsia, where he was encircled by enemy forces whose songs he
heard at night.
The relevant portion of Hsiang Yu's song (Shih-chi
chuan 7, p. 333, Chung-hua shu-chud? 2^&
ed.) is as follows:

/ aw,

A % #

ay

("My strength uprootda mountains, my anima covered the world.
The time is not opportune, Chui /my horse_/ cannot advance.")
While "valiant general"
^
certainly describes Hsiang Yu, it
is also reminiscent of a title of General Li Kuang, "General of Valiant
Riders" 0^.7^
(Shih-chi 109.2870).
General Li Kuang conducted b r i l 
liant campaigns against the Hsiung-nu barbarians, but as a result of a
misunderstanding with the court and his ensuing chagrin, he killed h i m 
self in the same manner as Hsiang Yu, by cutting his own throat.
The
persona, then, tends to think of himself as a fiery, talented, loner
(attributes of Hsiang Yu, and to a certain extent, of Li Kuang), pitted
against stodgy, unimaginative "philistines" as personified by Kao T s u ,
his opponent (see S hih-chi 8.380-381).
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Where I can forever station my vanquished responses.
Here I will nurse my battle wounds.
Here I will forget my adversaries.
Here I will be a nameless farmer.
But I will let the lazy tangled vines
Nibble at the fields of my life.
Perhaps because of my unmindful irrigation of fertile tears,^
One day the tangled vines will still blossom forth flowersJ
Then i'll loiter the whole day on the field paths,
Drinking fully their radiant colors.
I can also be a fisherman on the sea:
I will cast forth my net of fantasy
In the deserted sea;
Between releasing and gathering the net,
I can sit on the sandy shore and dream my dreams,
Dreaming from sunrise to sunset...
If, casting my n e t , it was not some fish and shrimp,
But was only sea-trees, coral, with pearl-bearing old oysters
Then would I still be unexpectedly pleased?
Sometimes I can strap on an old sword.
Stroll into the mountains and be a woodcutter.
But when the massed pines wave verdant shields and halberds,
And stately sing songs,
I feel no terror.

6. The Chinese for what I have translated as "vanquished respon
ses" is
JL.
Several other layers of meaning lie in this phrase.
MzL can mean "withdrawn and broken" (as in heart or spirit) or "re
treated and defeated" (as troops). The character JL
("troops") helps
bring this ambiguity to the surface, and so continue the allusions to
Hsiang Yu.
Further, /u ‘
is homophonous in all but tone with /cr
(worries or the distraught condition brought on by worrying) and
(new or raw troops).
So, the persona stations (1) his heart, worn from
the repeated shocks of life and ugly reality, and (2) his troops, def e a 
ted by numerically superior, though spiritually inferior, forces.
7.
"Fertile t e a r s " A &
(fei lei) is close in pronunciation
to what people normally spread on their fields, fertilizer £ [ &
(fei
liao). "Unmindful"
/ilv can mean "unintentional" or "having no spirit
or desire to do something." The line, then, more literally m e a n s : "Per
haps because of the irrigation of the field by tears, something I took
no pleasure in doing or had not intended doing . . . " Compare Blake:
Just as we reap in joy the fruit
Which we in bitter tears did sow . . . .
("The Mental Traveler" 1. 7-8)
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I immediately sheath my Precious Sword,
And in the empty mountains loiter away a day.
Sometimes seeing some strange colored ro c k s ,
I pick them up and take them back;
This then counts as my achievement for the day.
But this is not entirely unintentional.
Now that I have obtained these materials,
I really have reached the proper stage.
I can begin my artisan's life,
Begin repairing that sword box which has long needed repair.
I will arrange all my treasures.
Spread them out before me,
Alike carving, graving,
Polishing, and repolishing...
Then, I'll inlay them all on the sword box, -Use each of my dreams as a blueprint
And inlay every kind of strange and grotesque picture.
O
I will sketch out white-faced beautiful-whiskered T'ai Yi
Laying in pink lotus petals.
Floating amid ivory-carved white clouds.
I will take dark jade and golden thread
And make a lightning-pattern^ inlaid incense burner;
Above that burner burns sinuous, seal-like s m o k e ,
Probably can only use translucent cat's eye to carve it.
Where the smoke tracks are half dissipated but not yet dispersed,
Indistinctly rises a person of jade;
It seems to be bare-breasted Venus....
This piece of rose jade will just suit that skin color of hers.
The morning cock startlingly cries, and
I work in the egg-white dawn light; and
At night when everybody has gone to sleep, I am still working —

8.
"Highest among the spirits in heaven is T'ai Yi"
— (Shih-chi 28.1386).
9.
"Lightning patterns" ^
ir/L
consist of the design below and
minor variations in it as dictated by the shape and size of the object
they are cast or engraved in: al [Eg
10.
"Seal-like smoke"
is smoke that is twisting and n a r 
row as the lines which compose characters written in the Lesser Seal
style.
11.
A pun is involved in the Chinese I have translated as "pe
son of jade"
/x. , for it can also mean "a beautiful w o m a n . " Venus here
is both beautiful and made of jade.
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Candlelight smeared on my steep forehead.
Just like the copper-colored sunset clouds
Shining on a bare precipice.
I will also take agate and carve it into a Buddha statue,
A three-headed six-armed Buddha statue,
Riding on an e l e p h a n t ’s back of fish-egg s t o n e . ^
Coral is the fire contained in his mouth.
Silver thread is braided into the python wrapped about his waist.
The halo above his head is an amber circular p i .
I will also inlay a blind man
^
On a bamboo raft playing a single-stringed bow-lute.
(This I should inlay as finely as the peach stone carved
"Fu on Red Cliffs" by Wang Shu-yuan.)-^
Then halcyon, blue jade and purple quartz
^
Mix to build up frightening billows and fearful waves;
And again use bits of mother of pearl to embellish them:
That is the eye-dazzling froth on the wave tops.
On top again covering, a piece of ebony firmament,
With only a sparkling star shining.
Spring grasses green, greening up my door steps.
Together with spring I work;
The cricket sings an autumn song under my bed, and
I, also singing a song, make my livelihood.
I work on one hand, and on the other sing:
The notes in my song
All out of the tips of my fingers flow.
I will make it into a layered flower border:

12.
I am uncertain of what "fish-egg stone"
haps it is a rough-textured, pearl-colored material.

3'*'^ is.

Per

13. A jxL.4 ^ usually is a flat disc of jade, with a circular
hole in its center, and designs engraved on or through the jade.
14. A bow-lute
shaped piece of wood.

'a

^

consisted of a single string on a b o w 

15.

In his essay "Record of a Peach Stone Boat"
Wei
(fl. 1606-1625) described a tiny boat which a Wang Shuyuan J L
carved out of a peach stone.
So fine was the carving that
the features of the b o a t ’s occupants, not to mention the b o a t ’s rigging
and equipment, were perfectly shaped, tiny though they were.
Hsiieh-i

16.
"Frightening billows and fearful waves"
'/■?£&$>^can be
used in modern Chinese to mean "cruel buffeting of life or fate."
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There will be entwined dragons, paired phoenixes, and heavenly
horses, with amulets in whose b o r d e r ^
There will be purple lichen, jade lotuses, reverse swastikas, and
"double v i c t o r i e s "18 in whose border
There will be a H a n - p a t t e r n l ^ border of every color
Fitted outside the outermost layer.
If the border still lacks embellishments
I'll inlay a butterfly to make it just right.
With tortoise shell I carve out Liang Shan-po^O and
With seal jade carve out Chu Ying-t'ai,
Turqoise j a d e , red jade, white agate, blue glaze....
Piece into variegated phoenix butterflies.
And then my great task is complete.'
Oh, my great task is complete.'
Don't you look lightly on these works of mineJ
These incongruous patterns
You should know are not my pennings;

17.
In this line and the next, Wen uses a word which I have
translated as "amulets" to provide for two possible structures in the
Chinese.
Since
Xp can also mean "a fabulous animal with two horns"
as well as "amulet," the two lines hinging on this word can also be r e a d :
There is the border of entwined dragons, paired phoenixes,
heavenly horses and two-horned beasts;
There is the border of purple lichen, jade lotuses, swastika signs,
and "double victories."
18.

I am unsure of the shape or significance of the "double
sign.

19.

The actual appearance of a "Han-pattern" V-FL

victory"

is unknown

to me.
20.
Legend has it that Chu Ying-t'ai, though a woman, became so
dedicated to learning while but a girl that she disguised herself as a
boy and studied with Liang Shan-po (who was unaware that she was a girl).
After living and studying with him for several years she fell desperate
ly in love with him, and revealed her sex to him just as they were to
part and return to their respective homes.
Their marriage was consented
to, but suddenly Liang fell sick and died.
Ying-t'ai, who had vowed not
to marry anyone
else, was pressured into marrying by her family, but just
as the wedding procession was passing Liang's tomb, she went over to his
g r a v e , where the earth split and she was buried with him.
21.

The phoenix butterfly is a large, dark-colored butterfly.
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They are all rubbings from a script of dreams0
These incongruous colors
Are also not m y crafted productions.
But blossom forth from those tangled v i n e s 1 flowers of mine*
Don't you look lightly on these works of mine I
my great task is completeJ
I draw forth my Precious Sword -M y Precious Sword of hundred-times refined steel, and
Kissing it, and kissing it,,.
Kiss away its rust, kiss away its s cars;
Washing it with hot tears, washing it,..
Wash away the blood stains on it.
Wash away the traces of its sin;
Then, above lfDragon Spittle" incense, perfuming it,
Perfume away all its remembrance of stench.
Then I lightly escort it into this box.,
Singing soothing songs.
Urging it to sweet sleep in this palace of Art,
Oho*

Oh, oh, my great task is complete!
M y great task is finally complete!
Other's boxes are to protect the sword's point.
M y box will preserve its sleep.
Oh, my sword box is repaired,
M y sword has an eternal resting place!

22,
This and the preceding lines bear some resemblance to part
of Wen's. "Clothes Washing Song"
:
I wash clean sorrowful wet handkerchiefs
I wash white sinful dark undershirts,
The grease of avarice, and the ashes of lust,..
Give them to me to clean, give them to me to clean.
Metal stinks so, and blood reeks so.
Dirty things you can't but clean , , , ,
(CC, Ting, p, 29)
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Oh, my sword wants to return and sleep!
I don't want
to imitate that capricious General Li,^^
Who took his
weapons to shoot tigers,
And actually only shot a cold, stiff rock*
Oh, my sword wants to return and sleep!
I don't want to imitate that pedantic Li of the H a n - l i n , ^
Who took his
weapons to cut running water, and
While he slashed on the one hand, on the other the water still
flowed o
Oh, my weapon only wants to be sheathed.
M y weapon does not want to m o w down villainy,
For I know that villainy is a stiff, cold pile of rocks;
M y weapon doesn't want to cut through misery.
For I know that misery is uncuttable running w a t e r 0
Oh,
Let
How
Who
And
And

my great task is complete!
m y Precious Sword return and sleep!
could I be like that crafty Han Kao Tzu
with precious sword hacked to death a white snake,
a f t e r w a r d s ^ started a rumor.
cheated for himself a world?

23,
The general is Li Kuang, whom.I mentioned earlier
in foot
note 5*Wen's sourcje of this anecdote about
General Li isShih-chi
109.2871-2872®
"/Li/ Kuang went out to hunt, and seeing a rock in some
grass, believed__it to be a__tiger, and shot i t 6 He hit the rock, burying
the arrowhead /in the rock/, and when he looked closer, he saw it was a
rock. He thereupon again shot at it, but was not able to again cause
the arrows to penetrate into the rock,"
Li's shooting the rock would
not seem to be a flippant or casual act*
24*

"Li of the Han-lin" is the poet Li Po*

25*
"Afterwards" is my translation of @ itb, usually translated
as trbecause of this," "consequently," In the Shih-c h i , ho w e v e r , Qj^usually means "after t h i s / 1 "subsequent to this," and this definition might
suit the context better.
26*

Compare Shih-chi 8*347:

"Kao Tzu was overcome with wine,
and, threading through a swamp
at night, sent a ma n to go before them*
The one who went before
them returned and reported, saying, "Ahead there is a large snake
blocking the path, so let us return*" Kao Tzu was drunk, and said,
"When a Brave goes about, what can he fear!" He then advanced, drew
his sword, and struck and cut it in half** The snake was then di v i 
ded into two, and the path opened*
Going on several l i , he was
drunk, and lay down*
When people following behind him came to where
the snake was, there was an old woman weeping in the night.
The
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Oh, World, I long since possessed you *
I have long sat in the Phoenix Tower
of Art,
And like Great Shun the Emperor, have let droop my clothes and
ruled
My Bohemian world.'
Oh, let my Precious Sword return and sleep!
And how could I be like that despondent Hegemon of Ch'u,
Who, with Precious Sword, chopped off so many heads,
And one night, returning from a dream, hearing the faint sound
of singing.
Then suddenly embracing his beloved concubine, and petting the
famous horse.
Lifted up the same sword and cut his own n e c k ? ^

people asked why she was weeping, and the old woman said, "Someone
has killed my son, thus I weep over it." The people said, "Why was
your son killed?" The woman said, "My son was the son of the White
Emperor.
He was turned into a snake, and was blocking the path,
and now,
because the son of the Red Emperor has cut him in half, I
thus weep over him." The people then thought the woman was not h o n 
est, and were about to complain of her /to the legal authorities/,
but the woman was then suddenly not to be found. When the followers
arrived,
Kao Tzu was awake.
The followers told Kao Tzu, and Kao Tzu
then joyed alone
in his heart, and took confidence. All of his
followers were more awed with him day by day.
*The Suo-yin

commentary has the following note on this sentence:

Han Chiu-i
says:
"The sword with which he cut in half the
snake was seven ch'ih long." But Kao Tzu says, "I, a commoner,
raised my three-c h 1ih sword and took the world." The reason the two
texts are different: Ts'ui P a o ' s ^ ^ / ] Ku-chin Chu -?7/>S;£.says "When
Kao Tzu was a T 'ing C h a n g , he should have had but a three-ch fih
sword; when he attained nobility, he should have gotten a sevenc h 'ih Precious Sword," therefore the Chiu-i follows this in saying
what it does.
Having killed the snake, Kao Tzu had no inclination to conceal
it, for we later read (Sh i h -chi 8.350):
"The banners were all r e d , b e 
cause the snake that was killed was the son of the White Emperor, and
the killer was the son of the Red Emperor, therefore they esteemed red.
27.
"Phoenix tower(s
were multi-storied platforms erected
on either side of a palace gate.
Wen uses the word here in its extended
sense of "palace" or "Imperial city."
28.
The "Hegemon of Ch'u" is Hsiang Yu.
final moments is derived from Shih-chi 7.333 and 336.

Wen's account of his
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O h 9 but I might as well imitate the Hegemon of Chiu, and
Use my own Precious Sword to kill m y s e l f «
But if I really want to kill myself,
I certainly wouldn't use the point of this Precious Sword»
I but want to show off this sword box.
Show off this sword box I made m y s e l f 0
I swoon to death in its radiance?
Oh, my great task is complete!
. I'll allow Precious Sword to sleep in the box.
I'll caress this sword box,
I'll cherish this sword box -Looking at the Buddha figure wound with the sacred python.
I'll majestically shake it;
Examining the blind ma n playing the lute on the raft,
I'll sobbingly weep;
Examining T'ai Yi sleeping amidst lotus petals
The jade person floating above the seal-style smoke.
I'll then illusively, captivatingly smile.
Oh, m y great task is complete!
I'll let Precious Sword sleep in the box.
I'll look at those strange drawings,
Reviving my formative illusion*
I'll look at that variegated border,
Again singing my crystal music*
Oh, I will be looking, looking, and looking, and
See the sword box shudder.
Become indistinct, more indistinct,
A hazy, wispy illusion*
Oh, I look at it and my lungs forget to breathe.
Blood forgets to flow.
Looking at it m y eyes forget to see*
Oh!
I kill myself!
I used m y self-made sword box to kill myself!
Oh, oh! M y great task is complete!
"Sword Box" is in many respects modeled after Tennyson's "The
Palace of Art."
central metaphor:

In "Sword Box" we find essentially the same controlling,
the construction of a refuge for the soul, a refuge

designed for, if not by the

soul, to epitomize its aesthetic needs

desires*

Tennyson's poem at several places,

Such is stated in

notably in the section W e n prefaced to "Sword Box":

and

but most
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I built m y soul a lordly pleasure-house5
Wherein at ease for aye to d w e l l e
o o

0 6 0 0 0 0

S O

And Swhile the world runs round and r o u n d , 1 I said
'•Reign-thou apart, a quiet king.
Still as, while Saturn whirls, his steadfast shade
Sleeps on his luminous r i n g 0 1
To which m y soul made answer readily:
fTrust me, in bliss I shall abide
In this great mansion, that is built for me.
So royal-rich and w i d e , *
(HThe Palace of Art" 1 0 1-2,

13-20)

In We n we find:
In l i f e ?s great pitched battle,
I was once a valiant, general whose fame covered the w o r l d 0
o

o

e

e

o

o

o

o

.

o e

o

e

e

e

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o o

But I have this remote isle to serve as a fortress,
Where I can forever station my vanquished responses.
Here I will nurse m y battle w o u n d s ,
Here I will forget m y adversaries»
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

c

o

e

o

o

e

o

o

o

a

o

e

o

o

o

o o

I can begin my a r t i s a n 1s life,
Begin repairing that sword box which has long needed r e paire
o

o

o

o

o

o

I draw forth m y Precious Sword
Then lightly escort it into this box.
Singing soothing songs,
Urging it to sweet sleep in this palace of Art,
o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Oh, m y sword box is repaired.
M y sword has an eternal resting place*
Now, T e n n y s o n 1s. palace is to house his soul away from the t ur
moil of the world,
sword-soulo

as Wen*s sword box is to contain and protect his

Both the palace and the sword box are meant to give the soul

free play in what the authors believe to be the soul's element of rest,
arto

Tennyson's persona builds her palace seemingly without effort,

using unspecified m a t e r i a l s 0

On the other hand, W en spells out in d e 

tail the materials his sword box is built of:

color, fantasy, and
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lapidary m a t e r i a l s 0

We read in "Sword Box":

Here I will be a nameless farmer
One day the tangled vines will blossom forth flowersJ
Then 1 111 loiter the whole day on the field paths.
Drinking fully their radiant colorse
o

e

'

o

o

o

o

e

o

o

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

e

o

o

o

"

I can also be a fisherman on the sea:
I will cast forth m y net of fantasy
e

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

p

Q

O

o

e

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Between releasing and gathering the net,
I can sit on the sandy shore and dream my dreams.
Dreaming from sunrise to sunset0 o o
Sometimes I can strap on an old sword.
Stroll into the mountains and be a woodcutter
o

o

e

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

.

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Sometimes seeing some strange colored rocks,
I pick them up and take them back * , , .
( l c
10-33)
W i t h these materials gathered. W en commences what he calls the
"repair" of his sword box, even though the persona seems to be adorning
rather than repairing i t 0

However, referring to the operations he p e r 

forms as repairs indicates the slightly different purpose of his box
from T e n n y s o n ’s palace, for while T e n n y s o n ’s soul needed a permanent
residence to occupy forever after a certain moment in time. W e n ’s box is
a temporary refuge, which has been used before or has suffered much d a m 
age in "l i f e ’s great pitched battle" (hence the r e p airs)e

Further,

assuming that the boxing of the sword represents, among other things, a
turn to the a r t i s t ’s life, or immersion in the philosophical introspec
tion of art and aesthetics,

the temporary nature of the s w o r d ’s rest

would imply that art is but one facet of life0

If this is so. W e n ’s

sword box need not have the same expanse and variety of T e n n y s o n ’s p a l 
ace (which was designed to accommodate his soul in all its moods and
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provide for all of its possible needs), but can afford to be compact.
Compactness demands that instead of depicting everything desirable under
the sun, objects emblematic of art should be carefully selected and
minutely rendered.

Hence, while Tennyson uses unspecified materials to

erect his palace and its large outlying grounds in a sort of limitless
limbo, W e n must select a few powerful emblems, and choosing the jade he
uses with care, exactingly carve and inlay his artistic universe on a
relatively small object.
In spite of the differences in purpose and scale of the palace
and sword box,

there are yet several similar items both W e n and Tennyson

saw fit to incorporate into their works.
include scenes of the ocean and farmers

The arras of T e n n y s o n fs palace
(1, 69-72, 78-82),

As a preli

minary to constructing his sword box. Wen's persona was a fisherman and
farmer.
son

(To

In addition, incense smoke is mentioned in both W e n and T e n n y 
39-48),
The poems conclude on slightly different notes.

In Tennyson,

once the palace is completed, the soul occupies it for several years.
Eventually the soul's impurities project themselves on its surroundings,
rendering the formerly inviting palace sinister:
Deep dread and loathing of her solitude
Fell on her, from which mood was born
Scorn of herself; again, from out that mood
Laughter at her self-scorn,
'WhatI is not this my place of strength,' she said,
'My spacious mansion built for me.
Whereof the first foundation-stones were laid
Since my first m e m o r y ? '
But in dark corners of her palace stood
Uncertain shapes; and unawares
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On white-eyed phantasms weeping tears of blood,
And horrible nightmares,
A spot of dull stagnation, without light
Or power of movement s e e m ’d my soul . . .
(1. 229-240, 245-246)
The soul's solution is:
So when four years were wholly finished,
She threw her royal robes away.
'Make me a cottage in the v a l e , 1 she said,
'Where I may mourn and p r a y . '
'Yet pull not down my palace towers, that are
So lightly, beautifully built;
Perchance I may return with others there
When I have purged my g u i l t . '
(1. 289-296)
As I mentioned earlier, Tennyson's soul intended the Palace of
Art to be a permanent abode,

somewhere to live indifferent to good or

evil, where it could ignore "the world's work."
with success,
must be a god,

For the soul to do thus

it must not only live as a god, in a palace of Art, it
free from self-doubt or fears.

of Art" doesn't live up to this task.

The soul in "The Palace

In Wen's case, his conception of

the refuge as temporary, and his lack of any negative attitudes towards
art for art's sake, allow him to conclude his poem with the persona find
ing the dwelling he has constructed so attractive that he swoons.

The

reader is left unsure whether the persona has died, and his soul occu
pied the box, or whether the persona's "death" merely represented the
writer's awakening from a powerful daydream.
In writing another poem,

"What Dream?" i f

;f^

, Wen may have

borrowed from the theme and wording of Tennyson's "Mariana" or "Mariana
in the South."

First let us examine Wen's poem:
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A line of geese formations hurriedly cross the Milky Way;
The winter g e e s e 1s cries bore out from within her heart:
l!0h person, oh person” she sighs,
,fFrom where, oh where, do you call m e ? ”
The dusk embraces fear, which straight presses her;
A throng of pains precipitate deep in her h e a r t :
!,0h heaven, oh h e av e n ” she cries,
lfWhat finally, finally, does this m e a n ? ”
The road is long, the journey also at night;
She stands on the threshold of Life and Death hesi t a n t :
"Despondency, despondency” she thinks, .
I'll forever, forever, be done with y o u . ”
Decision is written on her face,
the composure of
decision*..
Suddenly, from the cradle cries like an alarm clock:
"Oh child, oh child" she sobbed,
"What, what, did I dream?"
(CG, T i n g , p. 7)
Several striking parallels can be found between "What Dream?"
and "Mariana."

In both poems the persona is waiting hopelessly for a

loved one

to return -- Mariana

character

for her dead husband.

for her lost lover, and Wen's nameless
Both personas are melancholy, as w i t 

ness the winter geese and listless manner of the persona of "What Dream?",
and the lifelessness which causes Mariana to neglect her housekeeping.
That the baby's cries startle Wen's persona from her daydreams shows the
reader the personals tendency to grieve over what is past, like Mariana,
who remains at home day and night bewailing her situation.
of despair, wishes she were dead.

Mariana, out

Wen's persona dreams she is about to

go to Hades.
What,
tween the

two

however, remains to me the most striking similarity b e 
poems is not the

similarity in theme or its treatment, but

the similarity in the poets' use of repetition and the role this
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repetition plays in making more plaintive the emotions of the personas.
That the repetition is as obvious in Tennyson as in Wen can be shown by
a single stanza from "Mariana.u
With blackest moss the flower-pots
Were thickly crusted, one and all;
The rusted nails fell from the knots
That held the pear to the gable-wall.
The broken sheds looked sad and strange:
Unlifted was the clinking latch;
Unweeded and worn the ancient thatch
Upon the lonely moated grange.
She only said, 'My life is dreary,
He cometh n o t , 1 she said;
She said, 'I am a w e a r y , aweary,
I would that I were d e a d ! 1
And ever when the moon was low,
And the shrill winds were up and away.
In the white curtain, to and f r o ,
She saw the gusty shadow sway.
But when the wind was very low.
And the wild winds bound within their cell,
The shadow of the poplar fell
Upon her b e d , across her brow.
She only said, 'The night is dreary.
He cometh n o t , ' she said;
She said, 'I am aweary, aweary,
I would that I were d e a d ! '
(1. 1-12. 59-61)

R. Browning
W e n was probably not much influenced by the poetry of Robert
Browning.

I have been able to trace possible influences of Browning in

only three of Wen's p o e m s :
1"

$1

and "Red Bean 41"

"The Death of Li Po"
05?4

^7 ZJJ'U and "Red Bean

.

"The Death of Li Po" is the closest thing to a Browning m o n o 
logue that Wen wrote.

The poem, which recounts the events of the night

of Li Po *s death, consists of a rambling monologue by Li mixed in with
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third person narrative6

The typical Browning monologue is slightly d i f 

ferent in make-up, consisting solely of first person narrative0

As in

Browning's famous dramatic monologues in which the speaker is an artist,
such as "Fra Lippo L i p p i , 11 "Andrea del Sarto," and "Abt Vogler," so in
"The Death of Li Po" Wen, through the character of the poet Li Po, e x 
plores both the character of the artist and the meaning of art.

Quiet

irony, common in Browning, is also found at the conclusion of Wen's poem,
where Li sees the reflection of the moon in a p o n d , and dives in to save
the moon from drowning, but drowns himself:
"Is it possible that the sky has two moons, that I have two
loves?
Is it possible that just a moment ago, when she accompanied me
down, she slipped
And fell into this pool?" -- He was just thus suspicioning.0 o»
W hen a lively little stream pouring into the pond
Had its throat blocked, as by a fishbone, by a clump of tough
calamuso
Then choking "Ugh, u g h , " seemed to be gagging without catching
its breath©
He hearing this became frightened and could not help letting
forth a great cry:
"Ai-yaJ
LoverJ
You're drowning, and already can't call out!"
He turned 'round and jumped down into the pool, and reached out
to embrace her.
But she had disappeared, so he, even m o r e .frightened, called,
But didn't realize that he himself couldn't call out!
He struggling to the surface quickly rose, once more raising
his head for a look
And again saw that the rounded moon was still safely pasted in
the sky.
His strength was exhausted, and breath giving o u t ; he wanted to
laugh
But couldn't, and only thought "I rescued her and put her back
in Heaven!"
As with so m a n y of Browning's poems, appreciation of this poem
requires a detailed knowledge of the customs and events of the dramatic
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char a c t e r ’s time*

In the Complete Works of W en I - t o , someone felt the

allusions in L i ’s monologue to be
The

obscure enough to warrant footnotes*

f,Death of Li P o ” also displays several parallels

B r o w n i n g ’s ’'Andrea del Sarto* ”

to

In both poems the speaker addresses his

lover (in L i ’s case, the moon) at night*

The speaker’s impression of

his l o v e r ’s valuation of him is complex*

Andrea begs tolerance from his

lover %
But
No,
Sit
You

do not let us quarrel any more,
m y Lucrezia; bear with me for once:
down and all shall happen as you wish*
turn your face, but does it bring your heart?
( l o

1 - 4 )

Li takes the more direct approach:
M o o n I No w you should come out I
Ha-haI
I have already eliminated for you the
obstacle*
Conceited Moon, why h a v e n ’t you come out yet?
You despise me? Ah, not bad*’
(CC, T i n g , p* 41)
Andrea del Sarto even for a moment compares his love to the moon:
--How could you ever prick those perfect ears.
Even to put the pearl there* oh, so sweet-M y face, m y moon, m y everybody’s moon,
Which everybody looks on and calls his,
And, I suppose, is looked on by in turn.
While she looks — no o n e ’s * * *
(1* 27-32)
Both lovers have ambivalent attitudes towards themselves,
they are inferior in some respects,

for, feeling

they yet maintain that they are som e 

how superior to those around them, having been banished from their true
home, heaven:
There burns a truer light of God in them.
In their vexed, beating, stuffed and stopped-up
brain.
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H eart5 or w h a t e 1er else, than goes on to prompt
This low-pulsed forthright craftsman's hand of
mine*
Their works drop groundward, but themselves, I know,
Reach many a time a heaven that's shut to me.
Enter and take their place there sure enough.
Though they come back and cannot tell the w o r l d 0
M y works are nearer heaven, but I sit h e r e 0
o

o

o

o

o

o

e

o

o

e

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

God, I conclude, compensates, punishes,
'Tis safer for me, if the award be strict.
That I am something underrated here * „ . ,
(lo 78-87, 141-143)
Says Li to his love:
You are a Nymph in Heaven's R u ang-han P a l a c e ,
And me? Nothing more than one of the clods of dust
and sand scattered to the
Six Directions by the Nu K'ua who played with yellow
ear the
OhJ
Not so! Who doesn't know that I am the essence
of T'ai Po?
Didn't m y mother in a dream meet O h 'ang Keng?
Moon, us celestial figures were originally of the
same clan,
I say we were very well acquainted!
o

©

o

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

e

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

You might ask God, what statute of Heavenly law did
I violate.
That he banished me down here, and hasn't summoned
me to return?
Oh God!
Oh God!
Can this sin of mine never be r e 
paid?
Oh God!
Will I be imprisoned forever in this den
of suffering?
(CO, T i n g , p 0 41, 43)
Both artists have had their share of conflicts with the ruling
elite©

In "The Death of Li Po" Li alludes to his indiscretions at court

and participation in (however involuntary) a revolt which placed him in
temporary exile©

Andrea del Sarto mentions difficulties brought on by

rumors that he has embezzled money from the king (I© 144-148)©
The moon, which gives a white cast to everyting, reminds Andrea
of the dominant silver-grey of his paintings:
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Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp,
Or what's a heaven for? All is silver-gray
Placid and perfect with my art . . . .
(1. 97-99)
As in this passage, in Wen we find the moon and the impossible to grasp
associated with each other:
"Ai-ya.1 How is it you are always in sight yet unapproachable.1
Moon, oh Moon.1 Could it be I shouldn't love y o u ?
Could it be that we will be forever thus separated?
(CC, T i n g , p. 46)
F u r t h e r , the presence of the silvery moonlight in "The Death of Li Po"
is suggested by the many lines Wen's persona is so famous for, in which
the moon and moonlight are mentioned,

such as "Yueh hsia tu cho" /=]

4 ^ 0 ^ ("Drinking Alone Beneath the Moon") and "Yeh szu" ^

("Night

Thoughts") .
The other poems of Wen in which possible influences from Browning
can be detected are "Red Bean 1" and "Red Bean 41," translated, respect
ively, below:
Oh, red bean-like thoughts!
One by one
They fall into life's earthen jug...
Listen to the sound of them jumping-So sorrowful!
So sad!
(CC, T i n g , p. 114)
There are sour ones, there are sweet ones, there are
bitter ones, there are peppery ones.
The beans may all be red.
Yet their flavors are different.
The peppery ones we'll first
let Culture taste a bit.
The bitter ones we'll divide
and gulp down.
The sour ones are sour as plums;
We might finely chew them and stop our thirst.
And the sweet ones?
Ah!
The sweet ones I'll divide up and send to my neighbors
for seeds!
(CC, T i n g , p. 125-126)
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The device of referring to fragments of life, whether thoughts or events,
as different types of beans also appears in Browning's "A Bean-Stripe:
Also Apple-Eating"

(from Ferishtah's Fa n c i e s ) .

Browning's poem begins,

as "Red Bean 1," with the image of beans falling:
beans'..."

" 'Look, I strew

There are different kinds of beans, but on the whole they

bring the speaker sad associations:
"Look, I strew beans,"--resumed Ferishtah,--"beans
Blackish and whitish; what they figure forth
Shall be man's sum of moments, bad and good,
That make up Life,-- each moment when he feels
Pleasure or pain, his poorest fact of sense,
Consciousness anyhow:
there's stand the first;
Whence next advance shall be from points to line.
Singulars to a series, parts to whole,
And moments to the Life.
How look they now,
Viewed in the large, those little joys and griefs
Ranged duly all a-row at last, like beans
--These which I strew?
(1. 41-53)
Unlike Wen, however,

the speaker sees little practicality in segregating

the beans by type and making life easier and sweeter:
. . . white preceded black.
Black shall give way to white as duly,--so,
Deepest in black means white most imminent . . . .
(1. 109-111)

Arnold
Wen's debt to Arnold, as far as I have been able to determine,
lies in heavily borrowing from Arnold's "Dover Beach" and other famous
poems of his to write "West Bank"

\UJ

.

"Time's Lesson"

"On Seeing a Bright Star While in a Boat in the Pacific"
>

"Red Bean 10"
e

"Beauty and Love" ^

\

fry

y£__.

, "Red Bean 11" £j; 2 - H

,
Vjp A

^

t Lj

, and possibly
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The similarities between portions of ?,Dover Beach" and "West
Bank" are striking, and probably far more than coincidental, as Wen
translated "Dover Beach" for publication into literary Chinese,

"West

Bank, " h o w e v e r , is in the modern language, which would allow W en to word
his poem more closely to A r n o l d 1s poem than would be possible in liter
ary Chinese*

1fWest Bank" is translated below:
"He has a lusty spring, when fancy clear
Takes in all beauty within an easy span*"
--Keats29

Here is a river, a large river.
Broad without border, deep without bottom;
W ithin the four seasons the Wind Spirit passes throughout the world.
And then returns to the surface of the river to rest;
Obscuring the whole sky, the limitless titter fog
Is pressing on the whole river in an indeterminate death-sleep.
Beneath the bank the river is soundly sleeping, but above the bank
It raises uninterrupted waves,
OhJ
Rolling onward ho w many pains I
Washing away how many joys!
How many hearts have been whipped obedient by s hame, or
In the blinking of an eye fanned mad by empty glory!
Whipping onward, fanning higher.
And it is no more than trade with money.
Glamoring in the dark night, the deaf and blind riders and horses in
The advancing tide sweep on, in the retreating tide then tug back.
There is no truth, no beauty, no good.
So where to go to look for light?
But don*t fear that in that great morass
No matter 'how cruel the buffets, or how fierce the water beasts.
It will never disturb those quiet dreams of mountain grass,
Amidst the reed, flowers in the shallow waters, —
All the same, there was someone who also escaped
That chaotic cage on the river bank.
He saw this broad and deep river,
Then privately called awake some doubts:
Clearly this is a river, it has an East Bank,
How can it be that it doesn*t have a West Bank?

29,
Keats,
stead of "within,"

"The Human Seasons," 1, 3-4,

Keats has "with an" i n 

AhJ
The darkness of this East Bank is just
The shadow of the light of the West Banko
But the river-filling interminable death-sleep
Supported the sky-filling limitless fog-curtain;
A West Bank perhaps there i s , but who has seen it?
Ha,o oNot bad, this talk,
"This evil fog cannot conceal it from me," he said in his mind,
"To see not, that is the fault of the eye!"
At times he saw the thick fog suddenly change
Thin as crimson gauze, swaying to and fro on the wings of the wind
And in the f o g ’s seams strain through some
Thread-like golden light which sprinkled on the body of the rivero
Look!
There!
I s n ’t that a large.turtle’s back?
The hair has grown so long.
Not so!
I t ’s a little island.
Capped with a head of flowers and grass:
Look!
Bright fish and dragons all come out
To sun-dry their armor and untangle the twists in their bear d s 0
Mandarin ducks having finished washing and scrubbing, beaks
They put under wings and sleep.
Mandarin ducks slept, and scaly ones retreated -The whole river is cool.
The sun d o e s n ’t blaze, rolling up its golden braids.
Allowing the fog-curtain to once again come down.
The evil fog stares at the dead water, and all
Is then the same as before,
"Ah!
I understand; when could I see
That B e a u t y ’s demeanor?
But I can guess that under that wriggling embroidered skirt,
Certainly is a pair of a B e a u t y ’s limbs.
By the same logic: what I see is a small island, and
What I guess there to be is the West Bank,"
" River’s middle, an island; r i v e r ’s west,
A l a m p ’s light has been blocked by the island,"
These words sound everywhere, and there are some people
Who parrot-like, have memorized it, and can also cry it out;
But that majority of people,
If they d o n ’t mock his going mad, then curse his creating rumors,
And there are people who believe him, but they still
say: .
"The land of the West Bank, how could it be for East Bank people?
If not so, w h y divide them with
A river, so wide and so deep?"
Some people preach "The r i v e r ’s too b r o a d , the fog really dense.
How much safer to find a land bridge and go a c r o s s !"
And there are people who full-knowingly say
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"There is only
I can't do as
I can't do as
But what they
Cross over the

this way, but I fear I was born wrong for the job —
those birds and fly across, and
those fish and paddle acro s s «11
all fear to say i s : "Build a bridge.
island, and go on pastJ" Why?
(CC, T i n g , p. 56-58)

Points of similarity between Wen's and Arnold's poems include the follow
ing:

(1) a body of water w ith symbolic value,

(2) a glimmering, but now

disappeared light on the opposite shore of that water,

(3) the image of

the tide or waves

pushing forward and drawing back, and

ance of "ignorant

armies" which "clash by night" and add to the chaos

and meaninglessness of the worlds

(4) the appear

A n additional point of interest is

that the first stanza of "West Bank" develops in much the same order as
"Dover Beach" in its entirety.

Yet further similarities exist, as the

reader will discover w h e n he reads Arnold's poem:
The sea is calm to-night.
The tide is full, the m o o n lies fair
Upon the s traits;--on the French coast the light
Gleams and is gone; the cliffs of England stand.
Glimmering and vast, out in the tranquil bay.
Come to the window, sweet is the night air.
Only, from the long line of spray
Where the sea meets the m o o n-blanch'd land.
Listen? you hear the grating roar
Of pebbles which the waves draw back, and fling.
At their return, up the high strand.
Begin, and cease, and then again begin.
Wit h tremulous cadence slow, and bring
The eternal note of sadness in,
Sophocles long ago
Heard it on the Aegaean, and it brought
Into his mind the turbid ebb and flow
Of human misery; we
Find also in the sound a thought.
Hearing it by this distant northern sea.

The Sea of Faith
Was once, t o o , at the f u l l 9 and round earth's shore
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furl'd*
But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing r o a r ,
Retreating, to the breath
Of the night-wind, down the vast edges drear
And naked shingles of the world®
Ah, love, let us be true
To one another I for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of d r eams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light.
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And w e are here as on a darkling plain
Swept w i t h confused alarms of struggle and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by n ight0
Other poems of Arnold may have contributed to the mood and i m 
agery of "West B a n k *11 The first stanza of "Switzerland 5. To Marguerite
- Continued" is as follows:
Yes! in the sea of life enisled,
W ith echoing straits between us thrown,
Dotting the shoreless watery wild.
W e mortal millions live a lo n e 0
The islands feel the enclasping flow,
And then their endless bounds they know*
The "echoing straits" separate the minds and feelings of people, alien
ating individuals.

In 'Vest Bank" a river divides a land in half, i so

lating the speaker from what he believes to be, at least potentially,
the other half of his culture or personality.
ness of this, contrasting himself to others.

He is alone in his a w a r e 
The shore on his bank feels

the tide sweep back and forth, as enclasped by the sea as the islands in
Arnold's poem.
The next stanzas of Arnold's poem are:
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But when the moon their hollows lights.
And they are swept by balms of spring,
And in their glens, on starry nights.
The nightingales divinely sing;
And lovely notes, from shore to shore,
Across the sounds and channels pour —
Oh! then a longing like dispair
Is to their farthest caverns sent;
For surely once, they feel, we were
Parts of a single continent!
Now round us spreads the
watery plain -Oh might our marges meet again!
In the darkness the islands only get to partially sense the existence
and beauty of the other islands*

So, in ^ e s t / B a n k , ,! the persona only

momentarily sees a piece of land, and then deduces the existence and
beauty of the opposite shore.

As the islands desire to be reunited,

so

W e n desires to pass across to the other shore*
The next and final stanza of A r n o I d fs poem is as f o l lows:

.,

Who ordered, that their longing8s fire
Should be, as soon as kindled, c o o l ?d?
Who renders vain their deep desire?—
A God, a God their severance ruled!
And bade betwixt their shores to be
The u n p l u m b 8d, salt, estranging sea*

This motif of two lover-lands separated by a body of water,
in Arnold, also appears in "Red Bean 10," which

so prominent

istranslated below:

We two are one body!
Our union
At the least was as perfect
as the globe*
But you are the Eastern hemisphere, and
I am the Western hemisphere;
W e ourselves loosed tears.

30,
A play on wor(l)ds is present here*
The word I have trans
lated as "perfect,M jjy
, possesses the alternate meanings of "com
plete, all there" and "satisfactory, pleasing*" The two hemispherical
lovers satisfyingly join into a perfect whole*
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Making that vast Pacific Ocean,
Cutting off ourselves.
(CO., Ting, p. 116-117)
The two opening stanzas of another poem by Arnold,

"Consolation,"

are suggestive of the mood and atmosphere of "West Bank";
Mist clogs the sunshine
Smoky dwarf houses
Hem m e round everywhere;
A vague dejection
Weighs down my soul.
Yet, while I languish.
Everywhere countless
Prospects unroll themselves.
An d countless beings
Pass countless m o o d s .

.

(1. 1-10)
In the first stanza, we find the mist and mood of "West Bank" expressed,
and in the second stanza, we have the persona noting that in other lands
things might be different,

for better or worse.

The West Bank of W e n is,

as such, another land which W e n believes to be different,

probably fairer

than his own.
Another poem of Wen's,

"Time's L e sson," sounds reminiscent of

stanzas w h ich also appear in "Consolation."

"Time's Lesson" is trans

lated below;
The sun shoots on the bed, frightening away dream spirits.
Yesterday's troubles are gone, and today's still haven't
arrived.
Oh! That full quail's cry
F r o m the paddy-forests pushes out — coming to my heart's
chambers, where it makes honey.
And still w i t h mine, and everything's honey-hearts
Blends to a lump of happiness — life's sole meaning.
This instant of time faces me and long laughs, and
I then fold hands and to h i m p r a y ; "Bestow m e time without
end!"
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AlasJ
He his eyebrows raises to a peak, and becomes angry!
"Ding-dong!
Ding-dong!" Listen to the tolling of the bell
on the wall;
Truly it flies as speedily as a fast horse.
Its rider still seems to be roaring;
"As much as possible create happiness to fill time;
How can one capture time alive and make h i m accompany
happiness?"
(CO, T i n g , p. 64)
The stanzas of "Consolation" which Wen may have partially modeled his
poem after are;
Wit h sweet, j o i n ’d voices,
And w i t h eyes brimming;
’A h , ’ they cry, 'Destiny,
Prolong the present!
Time, stand still h e r e ! ’

(

.

The prompt stern Goddess
Shakes her head, frowning;
Time gives its hour-glass.
Its due r e v e r sal;
Their hour is gone.
(1. 46-55)
I have found yet another poem which may have influenced "West
Bank."

In "The Forsaken M e r m a n , " the first stanza contains these lines;
N o w m y brothers call from the bay.
N o w the great winds shoreward blow.
No w the salt tides seaward flow;
Now the wild white horses play,
Champ and chafe and toss in the spray.
(1. 3-7)

These lines m ay be related,

though faintly, to the following ones from

Wen, where horses are also found in noisy waves;
Clamoring in the dark night, the deaf and blind riders and horses in
The advancing tide sweep on, in the retreating tide then tug back.
(1. 15-16)
As in the passage from Arnold just cited above, the tide and waves are
discussed one right after the other.
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As the reader may have gathered, water in Arnold's poems is
emblematic of the meaningless,
and t i m e ♦

feelingless, directionless chaos of life

As such, Arnold speaks of the "sea of life," and the "river

of time," and at one point, in discussing "change, alarm,
says

surprise,"

i

Like children bathing on the shore.,
Buried a wave beneath.
The second one succeeds, before
We have had time to brea t h e .
("Stanzas in the Memory of the Author
of 'Obermann,'" 1. 73-76)
These Arnoldian elements

we find in a short poem

of Wen, "Red Bean 11":

The long night on a pillow of longing,
Oh, how weary and slow passing!
But this is only one night among years and years,
A single billow in a great sea.
Oh lover I
Tell me how to swim 'cross this sea of time I
(CC, T i n g , p. 117)
Billows and a great sea also appear in "On Seeing a Bright Star While on
a Boat in the Pacific":
Oh resplendent bright starJ
Descendant of the Grand Yin,
Moon's kindred little sister -Are you jade spittle spat forth by a sylph
Which splashed on the side of the sky?
Or are you a luminous pearl wept by a merman
And washed by the sea billows?
Oh.' This spirit of mine which has been
Lulled to sleep by the monotonous sound of the waves
Has deeply slept so long, and
. Finally was by you awakened; Ah,
Oh bright holy lampJ
I was in a deep dream, and
Whe n you awakened me,
I then realized that I had left my h o m e l a n d ,
Dismissed outside the frontiers of love -A piece of bait drifting on sea billows.
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You also awoke me from m y great dream -A dream wrapped 'round another dream!
Oh Life!
Horizonless Life!
Is also a wave-imperiled sea!
There are billows of lovers' tears;
There are billows of heroes' blood.
Oh resplendent star, crystalization of brightness!
Lighthouse of the sea of life!
Shine on me!
Shine on me!
Don't let me run into reefs!
Don't let me go off course;
If I add in my spoonful of war m tears
I'll make this sea of tears saltier.
If I pour out my breast's hot blood,
I'll make these blood-billows brighter!
(CC9 T i n g ,,p. 95-96)
Finally, Arnold may have provided a striking image which occurs
in the third stanza of "Beauty and Love":
The moon's color has whitened fearfully; could it be annoyed?
The window which gapes a big mouth also seems to be laughing!
"A Summer Night," by Arnold,

opens t h u s :

In the deserted, moon-blanch'd street.
How lonely rings the echo of my feet!
Those windows, which I gaze at, frown,
Silent and white, unopening down,
Repellent as the world; —
In this poem, as in "Beauty and Love," the illuminating whiteness of the
moon is mentioned, and the windows express emotion with their sashes.
further parallel between the two poems exists.

A

Later in "A Summer Night"

a prison is mentioned:
For most men in a brazen prison live,
Where in the sun's hot eye.
With heads bent o'er their toil , , ,
And the rest, a few.
Escape their prison and depart
On the wide ocean of life anew.
(1, 37-39, 51-53)
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This prison, as in "Beauty and Love," is one of the m i n d ; however, its
captives are neither b i r d s , nor anything which seeks to fly to the moon
upon e s cape«

A, E c Housman
I suspect that the "Red Bean" section of W e n ’s anthology The Red
Candle may be modeled after H o u sman1s A Shropshire Lad
and Last Poems

(hereafter L P ) ,

(hereafter A S L )

W e n ’s poems in this section have only

numbers for titles, as in almost all of Housman*s, and the lines of the
poems are unusually short and terse, as are the lines in Hous m a n ’s v e r s e e
LP consists of one introductory poem and 41 numbered o n e s , while W e n ’s
"Red Bean" is comprised of 42 numbered p oems«
larity, however,

The most striking simi

is the parallel in theme and purpose between the open

ing and concluding poems of LP and ASL respectively, and the opening and
concluding poems of the ’’Red Bean" section.
For both authors the introductory and concluding poems serve to
comment on the remainder of their poems, and by these comments,

set them

apart into a "package," giving the reader a heightened sense of their
unity in content or purpose.

The introductory poem to H o u s m a n ’s LP is

as follows:
W e ’ll to the woods no more.
The laurels are all cut.
The bowers are bare of bay
That once the Muses wore;
The year draws in the day
And soon will evening shut:
The laurels all are cut.
W e ’ll to the woods no m o r e .
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Oh we'll no more, no more.
To the leafy woods away.
To the high wild woods of laurel
And the bowers of bay no m o r e .
The implication of the poem is that this anthology has drained his M u s e ,
and represents his last poems,

(The reader will notice the rather

strained modesty behind associating one's poems with the Muses'

laurels.)

We n begins his "Red Bean" with a shorter, but equally emphatic poem:
Oh, red bean-like thoughts I
One by one
They fall into Life's earthern jug,,.
Listen to the sound of them jumping
So sorrowful.'
So sadJ
(CC, T i n g , p. 114)
The beans. Wen's poems, might here be interpreted as slipping through
his fingers with the passing of his life, the sound of each bean-poem as
it strikes the bottom of the pot sadly reminding him of the time and
energy he has spent in burning his
tion.

(red) candle in artistic self consump

The two a u t h o r s 1 choice of symbols is revealing.

Housman chose

the laurel, a rather static symbol of a fixed and frozen past, while W e n
chose an organic, growing fruit, a bean emblematic of love and longing.
Wen,

like Housman, is stripping his greenery bare, but his beans offer

more future hope than Housman's stripped bowers.
Housman closes his ASL with two poems which comment on the a n t i c 
ipated judgement and fate of his poems. , "LXII," a well-known poem of
his, begins:
"Terence, this is stupid stuff:
You eat your victuals fast enough*
There can't be much amiss, 'tis clear.
To see the rate you drink your b e e r .
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But oh, good Lord, the verse you make,
It gives a chap the belly-ache. .
.M
(1 . 1 -6 )
The poem then turns to consider the advantages over poetry of drinking
and other mirth-making as ways of bearing the w o r l d ’s evil:
Why, if ’tis dancing you would be,
T h e r e ’s brisker pipes than poetry.
Say, for what were hop-yards meant,
Or why was Burton built on Trent?
Oh many a peer of England brews
Livelier liquor than the Muse,
And malt does more than Milton can
To justify G o d ’s ways to man.
Aye, man, a l e ’s the stuff to drink
For fellows whom it hurts to think . . . 0
(1. 15-24)
But the author, realizes that drinking is not a real solution to anything,
and states:
’Tis true, the stuff I bring for sale
Is not so brisk a brew as ale:
Out of a stem that scored the hand
I wrung it in a weary land.
. But take it:
if the smack is sour,
The better for the embittered hour;
• It should do good to heart and head
Whe n your soul is in my s o u l ’s stead;
And I will friend you, if I may.
In the dark and cloudy day.
(1. 49-58)
W e n ’s

"Red Bean 41," like H o u s man’s poem above, discusses the

his poems,

purpose of

though in slightly less gloomy terms:
There are sour ones, there are sweet ones, there are
bitter ones, there are peppery ones.
The beans may all be red,
Yet their flavors are different.
The peppery ones w e ’ll first let Culture taste a bit.
The bitter ones w e ’ll divide and gulp down.
The
sour ones are sour as plums.
We might finely chew them and stop our thirst.
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And the sweet ones?
Ah!
The sweet red beans 1*11 divide up and send to my
neighbors for seeds I
(CC, T i n g , p„ 125-126)
Wen,

like Housman, finds many of his poems with a "sour smack,"

and reserves these for the "the System" and those who have suffered
under it, including himself and his friends.
saved and planted,

The sweet poems are to be

in a place removed from his trouble-torn land to a

calm region where they can grow and multiply, for the benefit of poster
ity.

This same poem of W e n 1s , "Red Bean 41," also bears comparison to

ASL "LXIII," where Housman discusses the fate of his poems.

As the

reader will perhaps recall. Wen co-translated this poem into Chinese0

I

give Housman*s original below:
I hoed and trenched and weeded.
And took the flowers to f a i r :
I brought them home unheeded;
The hue was not the wear*
So up and down I sow them
For lads like me to find,
Whe n I shall lie below them,
A dead m a n out of mind.
Some seeds the birds devour
And some the season mars,
But here and there will flower
The solitary stars.
And the fields will yearly bear them
As light-leaved spring comes on.
And luckless lads will wear them
Whe n I am dead and gone*
H o u s m a n *s flower-poems, bright in color as W e n *8 beans, will meet with
various fates after being sown for posterity; in Wen sowing the beans is
only one possibility of many.

Perhaps the reason Wen might have felt

free to modify Housman*s arrangement with regard to the seeds is that
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the Biblical parable of the sower

(Mt. 13.3, M k 0 4.3, or Lk. 8.5) which

reinforces that portion of H o u s m a n 1s poem, would be little recognized by
Chinese, possibly including We n himself, and even if recognized, would
probably have little impact.
The final poem of both the "Red Bean" section and The Red Candle
is "Red Bean 42," in which We n evaluates the quality of his poems and
offers them to his audience:
I have sung every kind of song,
But I forgot about you.
But my songs, the more they are sung, should become
more new, more beautiful.
In these most beautiful songs I sing last
Each word is a bright pearl.
Each word is a hot t e a r .
Oh, my Empress!
These count as my meager gift to atone for my sins, and
T h e s e , kneeling, I offer up to you.
(CC, T i n g , p. 126)
This poem contains no clear parallels to ASL "LXIII," but both discuss
what will happen to the a u t h o r s 1 poems with the passage of time

t

Wen*s

will ripen and improve, and though A. E. H.'s will be scattered, he has
little doubt of their fate, as "fields will yearly bear them."

CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

Slightly over one tenth of the poems in both of W e n ’s antholo
gies 9 The Red Candle and The Dead W a t e r , reveal the influence of the
English poets I reviewed in this thesis*

W e n ’s use of these poets does

not seem to have significantly changed with time.

However,

the promi

nent nationalism of many poems in The Dead Water would make me suspect
that there is an increased use of American poets, such as Whitman,

in

his later poems.
That I uncovered so many parallels between the poetry of Wen and
that of a limited number of English authors suggests that a similar study
of other Chinese poets well-versed in English literature, such as Hsu
Chih^mo and Chu Hsiang, would not go fruitless.

The great number of

parallels also confirms the truism that turn of the century Chinese
poets felt their own traditional literature exhausted, and revitaliza
tion from foreign sources necessary.
The poets to w h o m W e n turns most frequently:

Keats,

and Arnold, are indicative of two directions in his thought:

Shelley,
on one

pole, the bright lyricism of Keats and the idealism of Shelley and, on
the other,

the disillusionment and desperate groping of Arnold.

This

split between idealism and lost hope, which is prominent even in his
first modern poem,

"West Bank," gives w ay to the cautious optimistic

nationalism expressed in "Dead Water."
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None of the British poets
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I reviewed seem to have provided a source for this nationalistic
styleo
Later, fuller studies of foreign influences on Wen's writing
will also need to include one area I have not covered at all:

the role

of American and British literary criticism in shaping Wen's own writings
on the subject.
school,

As W e n was the chief theoretician for the Crescent

such a study would help explain a great deal of the development

of later Chinese poetry.
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